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Abstract: We present multiplexed Intensity Diffraction Tomography (mIDT) for live biological sample 
imaging. We achieve 100X imaging speed improvements using model-based multiplexed LED 
illuminations that maintain high-quality 3D object reconstructions.  
OCIS codes: (110.1758) Computational Imaging, (100.6950) Tomographic image processing, (180.0180) Microscopy.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
Intensity Diffraction Tomography (IDT) is a quantitative phase imaging tool that recovers high-resolution, large 
Field-of-View (FOV) 3D refractive index distributions of unlabeled biological samples [1, 2]. This wide-field 
imaging technique encodes the object’s phase and absorption properties into a set of intensity images taken under 
partially coherent oblique illuminations. Using linear scattering models and efficient non-iterative reconstruction 
algorithms, a biological sample’s volumetric refractive index distribution can be recovered from measurements 
taken at only a single focal plane with up to 2X improvement in resolution [1]. As this modality can be 
implemented on a conventional microscope modified with an LED array light source, IDT provides an easily 
accessible biological imaging tool for evaluating unlabeled specimens in 3D. 
For conventional IDT, the total measurement time becomes a significant constraint for biological imaging. 
Hundreds of LEDs are often required to be turned on sequentially for achieving maximum resolution 
reconstructions which can require minutes for a full image set. Since unmodified living samples will introduce 
motion artefacts over this long acquisition time, conventional IDT methods still require sample fixation and static 
objects for imaging.  
Here, we present multiplexed IDT (mIDT) for the recovery of volumetric refractive index distributions from 
living dynamic biological samples. Our method selects multiple LED illuminations per image based on maximizing 
the object resolution, phase recovery, and reconstruction stability at real-time acquisition speeds (>20Hz volume 
rate). We utilize a custom metric evaluating the system’s singular value weight distribution and Poisson disk 
random coding scheme for selecting multiple LEDs for simultaneous illumination, and we impose geometric 
constraints on the LED selection region for maintaining high-contrast object phase encoding. We show our mIDT 
approach achieves high-quality volumetric reconstructions compared to conventional IDT on fixed diatom samples. 
2.  mIDT Method 
Linear IDT recovers volumetric object reconstructions through slice-wise deconvolution of the image set with 
phase and absorption transfer functions (TFs) [Ling]. These TFs are generated at each desired object depth and 
have finite bandwidth in the Fourier space based on the system pupil function and oblique illumination (Fig. 1(a)) 
[1]. This bandwidth increases with the illumination angle. The phase and absorption TFs are also asymmetric and 
symmetric, respectively, with the object phase information only being encoded into obliquely illuminated images. 
Closed-form Tikhonov regularization is used for efficiently reconstructing each object slice with a regularization 
weight chosen to estimate the dataset’s signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). 
For multiplexing illuminations in IDT, three primary issues exist for maintaining good reconstruction quality:       
1) overlapping Fourier coverage between LED illuminations, 2) loss of object phase information, and 3) object 
resolution. For closely spaced illuminations, significant overlap in the Fourier coverage provides irregular 
weighting to the singular value distributions of the total system while reducing the system’s overall coherence and 
model validity. These factors lead to the introduction of reconstruction artefacts and increased regularization that 
reduce the overall reconstruction quality. We mitigate this potential overlap by downsampling the total LED count 
for a single measurement and randomly select a fixed LED count for each image using the Poisson disk sampling 
scheme [3]. The resulting multiplexed measurement thus uses fewer LEDs with minimum separation requirements 
for minimizing the Fourier coverage overlap. 
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Additional constraints on this LED selection process are required to maintain the object’s phase information. 
Due to the asymmetry in the phase TF, illuminations from opposing LEDs across the Fourier plane axes will cancel 
and remove the object phase information from the multiplexed image [4, 5]. Thus, we geometrically constrain the 
available LEDs for a single image to one quadrant of the Fourier space (Fig. 1a). Rotating through the quadrants for 
each subsequent multiplexed image captures the total object phase information while maintaining limited Fourier 
coverage overlap. 
To maintain the maximum resolution in mIDT, we optimize the LED selection with these constraints based on 
our custom volume ratio metric 
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where  𝑁ௌ௏,௜ is the number of pixels in the system’s singular value distribution above a threshold value 𝜏, Np is the 
total number of pixels in the system’s reconstructed bandwidth, and N୸ is the number of reconstructed defocus 
planes. The threshold parameter 𝜏 is selected based on the system’s noise level. Maximizing this metric provides an 
LED configuration with improved singular value weighting distributions for maintaining the system’s maximum 
resolution (Fig. 1b). This metric is non-differentiable, so the LED combinations are found using a random search 
procedure.  
 
3.  Results 
We compared a conventional IDT measurement with mIDT on a fixed sample of diatoms using an LED array 
microscope and a 0.65 NA, 40x objective. The conventional IDT measurement used 481 LEDs and images with 
12-bit resolution while the mIDT measurement acquired 20 images using only 120 LEDs with 6 LEDs per image at 
8-bit resolution. The IDT and mIDT measurements were acquired in approximately 144 and 0.25 seconds, 
respectively. From Fig. 1c, the mIDT measurement reconstructs nearly equivalent permittivity contrast values 
across a 20um defocus range with more than two orders of magnitude improvement in the acquisition speed. This 
proof-of-concept experiment shows mIDT provides high-quality volumetric object reconstructions at adequate 
speeds for dynamic biological sample imaging. Further acquisition speed improvements are also being explored for 
achieving measurement speeds exceeding 100Hz volume rate. 
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Figure 1: (a) Example phase transfer functions for Conventional IDT (Left) and mIDT (Right), (b) singular value distributions 
without (Left) and with (Right) maximization of the volume ratio metric, and (c) conventional IDT (Top) and mIDT (Bottom) 
reconstructions of a diatom over an 18um defocus range. Images were acquired on an LED array microscope with a 0.65NA, 40x 
objective. 
